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AWARD 

 

INTRODUCTION 

[1] This matter arises from my May 19, 2020 award (re: General Nature 

Grievance #20-0053) and approximately 120 individual grievances referred to me 

by the parties (see attached as an Appendix). 

[2] The paragraphs of my May 19, 2020 award relevant to this matter are as 

follows: 

37 In terms of any other remedy for the breach of the Collective 
Agreement, I am of the view that the settlement of grievance #19-0035 
precludes awarding the Union any additional relief. The reason I say that is 
because the Union ought to have raised the template issue in grievance 
#19-0035, the facts were known at the time and the Union did not raise the 
issue until after the settlement. It would be unjust, unfair and contrary to 
good labour relations to permit a party to raise a new claim based on the 
same facts and grant them an extra-ordinary remedy or penalty such as the 
one being sought by the Union under article 1.02.40. 

38 I am also declining to award the individual employees affected with 
any remedy or penalty under article 1.02.40 at this time. In my view the 
assessment of any individual remedy under article 1.02.40 ought to occur 
when granting a remedy under an individual grievance and not a remedy 
pursuant to a General Nature Grievance. Therefore, I decline at this time to 
award any individual remedy under article 1.02.40. 

39 In terms of the individual grievances filed by those employees 
claiming the loss of overtime as a result of the work performed by Sterling 
Crane hoist operators, I agree with the Union that I am not currently seized 
of those grievances. Those grievances are still waiting to be heard in the 
Informal Arbitration Process. That being said, it should be readily apparent 
that those grievances ought to be resolved by payment to those employees 
who should to have been offered overtime prior to the work being performed 
by Sterling Crane operators. The evidence in this matter demonstrates that 
the work performed by Sterling Crane was work formerly offered to Algoma 
employees on overtime. Therefore, the Algoma employees, if available, lost 
overtime equal to the amount of work performed by the Sterling Crane 
employees. In addition, the parties should turn their mind to article 1.02.40 
and whether the individual employees ought to be provided with an amount 
pursuant to that article. If the parties cannot agree then they may seek my 
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guidance or refer the grievances to me for resolution under the Informal 
Arbitration Process. 

[3] Subsequent to my issuing the May 19, 2020 award, the parties referred to 

me approximately 120 individual grievances claiming that the Company (also 

referred to as “Algoma”) violated the Collective Agreement by, amoung other 

things, not offering overtime to bargaining unit employees prior to contracting out 

certain hoisting work. 

[4] Article 1.02.10 of the Collective Agreement addresses the circumstances 

when the Company may contract out work.  

1.02.10	 Except	 as	 agreed	 to	 by	 the	 Local	 Union,	 work	 normally	
performed	by	employees	within	the	bargaining	unit	or	similar	work	which	has	
been	past	practice	to	have	performed	by	employees	within	the	bargaining	unit	
shall	 continue	 to	 be	 performed	 by	 employees	 within	 the	 bargaining	 unit,	
except	when	employees	with	 the	necessary	skills	are	not	available	 for	such	
work.		No	employee	will	be	displaced	from	his	job	or	be	laid	off	or	continue	to	
be	 laid	off	as	a	 result	of	 the	Company	contracting	out	 such	work.	 	Where	a	
sufficient	number	of	qualified	and	eligible	employees	are	available,	they	will	
be	offered	to	work	overtime	prior	to	contracting	out	such	work.	(This	sentence	
and	commitment	cannot	cause	another	problem	re:	rest	periods,	pyramiding,	
etc.)	 The	 Company	 may	 contract	 out	 work	 not	 normally	 performed	 by	
employees	within	 the	 bargaining	 unit,	 but	 shall,	whenever	 practicable,	 and	
especially	during	layoffs,	have	such	work	performed	by	employees	within	the	
bargaining	unit.	

 

[5] Article 1.02.11 provides for a process that will be followed when the 

Company is considering to contract out work.  

1.02.11	 Subject	to	the	provisions	of	the	“Exemptions	List”	section	
of	 the	Letter	of	Agreement	re:	Contracting	Out	Review,	 the	 following	
process	will	be	followed	for	work	that	the	Company	is	considering	to	
contract	out.	

If	contracting	out	is	being	considered,	a	contracting	out	
template	 (the	 ‘template”)	will	 be	 immediately	 initiated	
by	management.		The	template	will	include	the	following:	

a) location,	type,	duration	and	a	detailed	explanation	of	the	
work	and	the	designated	contact	person;	
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b) occupations	 involved	 and	 the	 anticipated	 use	 of	
bargaining	unit	forces;	

c) the	 effect	 upon	 the	 operations,	 if	 the	 work	 is	 not	
completed	in	a	timely	fashion;	

d) copies	 of	 any	 bids	 from	 outside	 contractors	 and	 any	
internal	estimating	done	by	or	on	behalf	of	the	company	
regarding	the	use	of	the	outside	contractors,	if	available;		

e) the	date	and	time	by	which	a	response	must	be	received;	
and,	

f) the	 reason	 for	 the	 need	 to	 contract	 out	 the	 work	 (i.e.	
manning,	equipment,	etc.)	

The	template	is	to	be	forwarded	to	the	affected	Steward(s),	the	“Union	
Co-Chair	of	the	Union	Management	Committee”	for	review,	discussion	
and	 resolution.	 	 The	 Union	 Co-Chair	 of	 the	 Union	 Management	
Committee	will	provide	a	response	to	the	designated	contact	person	by	
the	designated	date	and	time.	

2. Should	the	Union	Co-Chair	of	the	Union	Management	Committee	
believe	 a	meeting	 is	 necessary,	 a	 written	 request	 will	 be	made	
within	two	(2)	days	(excluding	Saturdays,	Sundays	and	holidays)	
to	 the	 designated	 contact	 after	 receipt	 of	 the	 template.	 	 The	
meeting	will	be	held	within	three	(3)	days	(excluding	Saturdays,	
Sundays	 and	 holidays)	 thereafter.	 	 At	 such	meeting,	 the	 parties	
shall	 review	 the	 plans	 for	 the	 work	 to	 be	 performed	 and	 the	
rationale	for	using	outside	entities.		The	parties	will	be	provided	
with	all	of	the	available	information	concerning	the	issue	at	hand.	

3. If	agreement	is	reached,	the	completed	template	will	be	forwarded	
to	the	Joint	Contracting	Out	Review	Committee.	

4. If	agreement	is	not	reached	or	a	timely	response	is	not	received	
from	 the	 Union,	 and	 the	 Company	 contracts	 out	 the	 work,	 the	
Union	may	file	a	General	Nature	Grievance.		The	template	will	be	
forwarded	to	the	Joint	Contracting	Out	Review	Committee.	

5. Notwithstanding	 the	 foregoing	 or	 any	 other	 item	within	 Article	
1.02	or	the	Letter	of	Agreement	re:	Contracting	Out	Review,	 the	
parties	 recognize	 that	 work	 of	 an	 emergency	 nature	 may	 be	
contracted	 out	 if	 the	 alternative	would	 be	 to	 place	 the	 facilities	
and/or	employees	and	their	employment	security	in	jeopardy.	
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[6] The issue in dispute relates to what, if any, remedy or penalty may be 

awarded to individual employees pursuant to article 1.02.40 of the Collective 

Agreement, which provides as follows: 

1.02.40	Where	 it	 is	 found	 that	 either	 party	 has	 engaged	 in	 conduct	which	
constitutes	willful	or	 repeated	violations	of	Article	1.02,	 the	arbitrator	may	
fashion	 a	 remedy	 or	 penalty	 designed	 to	 deter	 the	 offending	 parties’	
behaviour.	A	similar	remedy	or	penalty	may	be	levied	if	either	party	withholds	
processing	a	template	in	the	time	constraints	detailed	within	it.	

PROCESS 

[7] The parties have also entered into a “Letter of Agreement Re Contracting 

Out”, that is part of the Collective Agreement, which addresses issues arising from 

the contracting out of work, including a review of the work contracted out. Letter of 

Agreement Re Contracting Out, Addendum B provides for a separate “Dispute 

Resolution Process” to address issues surrounding the contracting out of work.1 

The process provides for expedited arbitration hearings and I have been appointed 

by the parties to be the Chief Arbitrator for hearing all issues surrounding the 

contracting out of work. 

[8] In accordance with Addendum B, the parties filed extensive written briefs 

addressing the issue in dispute. The briefs included will-say statements,  

documents, authorities and argument. 

[9] A hearing was held using Zoom technology on December 14, 2020. At the 

hearing, the parties were afforded the opportunity to cross-examine anyone who 

provided a will-say statement. The parties chose not to cross-examine and instead 

proceeded to make oral submissions to supplement their written briefs. 

 

 

 
1 See Letter of Agreement between Algoma (Essar Steel Algoma Inc. at the time)n and The 
United Steelworkers on behalf of itself and its Local 2251 dated June 15, 2018 together with 
Addendum “A” and “B”.  
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BACKGROUND 

[10] The approximately 120 individual grievances referred to me were filed 

between May 2016 and September 2020 on behalf of the following three Hoisting 

Engineers: 

• Al Bertolo 
• Kris Rushton 
• Mario Spina 

 
[11] The grievances arise out of the situation described in my May 19, 2020 

award involving Sterling Crane, an external supplier of day-to-day hoisting 

equipment and labour.  The individual grievances all relate to the allegation that 

the Company violated the Collective Agreement by permitting Sterling Crane to 

exercise a “right of first refusal” to have daily work at Algoma performed utilizing 

Sterling Crane employees operating their own equipment. In other words, the 

Sterling employees were being provided Algoma hoisting work before the 

members of the bargaining unit. 

[12] The Union also filed two General Nature Grievances. General Nature 

Grievance #19-0035 was resolved by Minutes of Settlement dated February 19, 

2019. General Nature Grievance #20-0053 was resolved by my May 19, 2020 

award.  

[13] Some of the individual grievances have been processed under the informal 

arbitration process, but most have not yet been processed and they remain 

outstanding. Relevant for the purposes of this award is the fact that five claims for 

overtime have been resolved by payment to the individual grievor, as follows: 

• Mr. Spina was paid 24 hours for grievance 16-0347- no article 1.02 violation 
was found to have occurred. 

• Mr. Spina was paid 16 hours for grievance 18-0455 - an alleged violation of 
article 5.07.31(i). 

• Mr. Spina was paid 16 hours for grievance 19-0031 - an alleged violation of 
article 8.07.31(i). 
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• Mr. Bertolo was paid 12 hours for grievance 18-0607 - an alleged violation 
of article 1.02.10. 

• Mr. Rushton was paid 8 hours overtime for grievance 18-0471 -  an alleged 
violation of article 1.02.10. 

[14] The Union asserts that I have jurisdiction to award the individual grievors a 

remedy pursuant to article 1.02.40. for what they characterize as willful and 

deliberate violations of article 1.02.10 and specifically for failing to offer overtime 

to the Hoisting Engineers before the work was contracted out to Sterling Crane. 

The Union argues that I should order the Company to pay a specific penalty of 

$1,000 for each violation of the Collective Agreement “to act as a deterrent.” 

[15] The Company takes the position that I do not have jurisdiction to grant an 

individual any remedy pursuant to article 1.02.40. In the alternative, the Company 

submits that the evidence does not indicate a willful or deliberate violation of the 

Collective Agreement. The Company also submits that even if willful or deliberate 

violations have occurred, I must consider the individual circumstances, including 

any payment already made and mitigation, when determining whether I should 

exercise any discretion to order a remedy pursuant to article 1.02.40. 

DECISION 

[16] Section 48 (18) of the Labour Relations Act 1995, S.O. 1995, c.1, Sched. 

A (LRA), provides that the decision of an arbitrator is binding upon the parties and 

any employees covered by the collective agreement and “the parties, employers, 

trade unions and employees shall do or abstain from doing anything required of 

them by the decision.”  

[17] The Supreme Court of Canada has confirmed that provisions such as s.48 

of the LRA, provide labour arbitrators with broad remedial powers to fashion 

effective labour relations remedies, see Alberta Union of Provincial Employees and 

Lethbridge Community College [2004] 1 SCR 727.  

[18] It is also well accepted that arbitrators are not restricted to common law 

remedies. Rather, arbitrators have the power to provide flexible effective remedies 
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that recognize the ongoing relationship between the parties and foster peaceful 

and harmonious labour relations during the term of a collective agreement, see 

M.A.H.A.C.P v. Nor-Man Regional Health Authority Inc. [2011] 3 S.C.R. 616.  

[19] The decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal in Blouin Drywall Contractors 

Ltd. V. C.J.A. Local 2486 (1974), 4 O.R. (2d) 423 (C.A.) is instructive: 

A collective agreement is fundamentally different from an ordinary commercial 
contract or contract of employment… 
… 

And so common law concepts give way to the negotiated agreement and the 
jurisdiction of arbitrators to give final and binding decisions where differences arise 
between the parties relating to the interpretation, application and administration of 
the agreement, including questions as to whether the matter is arbitrable, and 
allegations that the agreement has been violated. 
… 

The Divisional Court seems to have been of the view that declaratory relief was 
appropriate and the only relief available in the circumstances of this case. This 
would be cold comfort to the union and its members who were unemployed while 
the company employed non-union labour and was subsidized for so doing. What 
value would such relief be? The agreement had already declared the rights to the 
benefit of employment and such declaration would, of course, relate only to the 
breach that had occurred and would be of little consequence in future events. 

[20] In the exercise of these broad remedial powers, arbitrators begin their 

analysis by recognizing that the purpose of any remedy is to attempt to place the 

aggrieved party, as nearly as possible, in the position that they would have been 

had the collective agreement not been breached.  In this regard, arbitrators have 

exercised their remedial powers in a manner that acknowledges the ongoing 

nature of the collective bargaining relationship. Arbitrators generally exercise their 

remedial power in an equitable manner, more akin to providing specific 

performance or remedies in-kind, as opposed to damages. For example, 

reinstatement for unjust dismissal is the norm and damages in-lieu of 

reinstatement are the exception and arbitrators generally prefer in-kind remedies 

over monetary damages for lost overtime opportunities. 

[21] While labour arbitrators have broad discretion to fashion an appropriate 

remedy, they generally do not impose a compliance order or order the payment of 

a “penalty.” It is only in extraordinary or exceptional circumstances where other 
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remedies have been ineffective that they would consider a compliance order or 

damages for lost opportunity, see for example, Royal Crest Life Care Group Inc. 

and C.U.P.E., Local 1712 (1993), 38 L.A.C. (4th) 250 (Carrier) and West Park 

Healthcare Centre and SEIU, Local 1 (2005), 138 L.A.C. (4th) 213 (Charney). An 

arbitrator would rarely, if ever, order the payment of a penalty for a breach of the 

collective agreement. 

[22] Turning to the language in article 1.02.40, it is clear that the parties wished 

to provide an arbitrator with extremely broad and generous remedial powers to 

provide effective remedies and deter willful or repeated violations of the contracting 

out provisions found in article 1.02. 

[23] The Union points to two prior awards where they assert that an article 

1.02.40 remedy was granted by Arbitrator Harris.  

[24] The first award was issued June 20, 2006 and it addressed a General 

Nature Grievance (05-538) that was heard pursuant to an expedited dispute 

resolution process. Arbitrator Harris had some 183 alleged violations before him, 

but the specific matter involved the contracting out of Heavy Lift Transport Dump 

Box repair work. Arbitrator Harris reviewed the Collective Agreement language, 

found in article 1.02, and briefly commented on the language and the process 

found therein. Arbitrator Harris granted the Union’s request for lost dues and a 

“special remedy” of $2,500 in damages. I note that there is no mention in the June 

20, 2006 award of article 1.02.40 or specific reasons provided for granting the 

Union’s request. 

[25] The second award was issued on January 8, 2007 and it also addressed 

General Nature Grievance 05-538. The January 8, 2007 award resolved a number 

of remaining issues, involving numerous allegations of the Company violating 

article 1.02. The matter was also heard pursuant to an expedited dispute resolution 

process. Arbitrator Harris addressed the numerous remaining allegations briefly 

and made reference to article 1.02.40. Specifically, Arbitrator Harris confirmed that 

the $2,500 awarded in his prior June 20, 2006 award included a special remedy 
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under article 1.02.40. Arbitrator Harris indicated that he would not be making “a 

further award in this grievance under that article.” He then went on to make some 

brief comments about the nature of article 1.02.40; indicating that the provision 

deals with “punitive rather than compensatory damages.” The remedy awarded by 

Arbitrator Harris for the additional violations he found was in accordance with the 

jurisprudence where arbitrators have ordered an employer to pay damages to a 

Union for the lost opportunity to consult prior to work being contracted out. No 

additional special remedy was awarded under article 1.02.40. 

[26]  These awards, issued by Arbitrator Harris, pre-date my 2008 arrival on the 

scene and my subsequent appointment as Chief Arbitrator. The context was 

allegations of numerous violations of article 1.02. It is clear from reading Arbitrator 

Harris’ awards that the Company was engaging in willful and repeated violations 

of article 1.02. It is understandable that Arbitrator Harris’ reasons were brief as 

they were made in an expedited arbitration process. These awards confirm an 

arbitrator’s jurisdiction to order a “special remedy” or penalty under article 1.02.40. 

Arbitrator Harris also confirmed that a monetary award pursuant to article 1.02.40 

is “punitive rather than compensatory.” However, the two awards provide very little 

insight as to why the special remedy was granted. Together, the two awards only 

establish that special damages have been awarded on one prior occasion and in 

relation to a General Nature Grievance that involved numerous violations of article 

1.02.  

[27] I agree with Arbitrator Harris that any monetary award pursuant to article 

1.02.40 is to be considered “punitive” or as stated in the language used by the 

parties the arbitrator may fashion a remedy or “penalty specifically designed to 

deter offending parties’ behaviour.”  

[28] It must be noted that this language has been in the Collective Agreement 

for a very long time and the broad remedial power has only been exercised on one 

prior occasion and never by the Chief Arbitrator.  
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[29] The Company asserts that I have no jurisdiction to grant an individual 

remedy under article 1.02.40. I disagree as the language is broadly drafted and 

provides wide discretion to “fashion a remedy or penalty.” The parties have in no 

way limited this authority to General Nature Grievances or indicate that any 

payment could not be paid to an individual grievor. In my opinion, the parties have 

specifically agreed to provide an arbitrator with the power to grant an exceptional 

remedy where it is found to be necessary or required to address and deter willful 

or repeated behavior. This includes, requiring the Company to pay a monetary 

penalty to an individual grievor in appropriate circumstances.  

[30] In my view, an award of monetary damages or a penalty, other than 

compensation for actual losses such as lost wages, benefits or dues, ought to be 

exercised with care and only in exceptional circumstances, keeping in mind the 

ongoing relationship and the goal of harmonious labour relations. An award of a 

monetary penalty should only be considered where other remedial orders will not 

be sufficient to rectify the situation or where other remedies have been shown to 

be ineffective. 

[31] I respect that Arbitrator Harris has exercised this jurisdiction to award a 

“special remedy” in the form of a monetary penalty on a prior occasion. I do not 

question Arbitrator Harris’ exercise of his jurisdiction in those circumstances. 

However, in my opinion, when exercising this exceptional power an arbitrator ought 

to first consider a remedy that will seek to correct the behaviour and ensure future 

compliance with the provisions of article 1.02. If the conduct is willful or repeated 

and a remedy cannot be fashioned that will ensure future compliance or the 

arbitrator does not believe that such remedies will be effective, then consideration 

of a penalty may be made as a last resort. 

[32] In the context of an individual claim for the Company to pay a penalty, I am 

of the view that consideration of how punitive damages are paid at common law 

would be appropriate, albeit in a manner that responds to the labour relations 

context of the matter at hand. Therefore, an individual remedy under article 1.02.40 

should be only awarded in exceptional circumstances where the Company’s 
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conduct is willful or repeated. If a penalty is to be awarded then one must consider 

the nature of the willful or repeated misconduct and whether it was high-handed, 

malicious, discriminatory, arbitrary or exercised in bad faith. Where a monetary 

penalty is imposed, proportionality must be considered, and regard must be had 

to other amounts awarded for the same violations of the Collective Agreement. 

Finally, it is also appropriate to consider the conduct of the other party and the 

individual who has filed the grievance. In labour relations two wrongs do not make 

a right, and no wind fall should be provided to a party or individual who has 

conducted themselves in an inappropriate manner or taken no action to reduce the 

harm they suffered.  

[33] Turning to the matters before me, there are only two individual grievances, 

one for Bertolo and one for Ruston, where the parties agreed that the employee 

ought to be paid an amount on account of lost overtime under article 1.0210. A 

number of other grievances claiming violations of article 1.02 were withdrawn, as 

it was agreed that the grievances were filed for being out of time. 

[34] There can be no payment of a penalty in situations where the grievances 

were filed beyond the time limits in the Collective Agreement. It is only in situations 

where it has been demonstrated that either the Union’s or the Company’s conduct  

has been a willful or a repeated violation of article 1.02 that a 1.02.40 remedy will 

be considered by the arbitrator. 

[35] The Union has provided me with a Letter of Agreement dated November 

29, 2018 that reflects a settlement of numerous grievances. That settlement was 

entered into on a without prejudice basis and it cannot be considered when 

determining if the Company’s conduct was willful or repetitive. The same can be 

said for any settlement that is entered into without prejudice that resolves individual 

claims or grievances. 

[36] The Company submits that I cannot award an individual remedy in a 

situation where the General Nature Grievance, claiming violations for the same 

conduct, has been resolved without the payment of any penalty. I disagree with 
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the Company’s submission. The settlement of a General Nature Grievance 

resolves the Union’s claims set out in that General Nature Grievance. Unless the 

parties turn their mind to the individual grievances and address them specifically, 

the individual grievances remain outstanding and an arbitrator’s remedial 

jurisdiction remains unfettered. In my view, the resolution of General Nature 

Grievance 19-0035 does not affect my ability to award a remedy, under article 

1.02.40, to an individual grievor’s claim covering the same situation.  

[37] The Company also asserts that it would be inappropriate to grant an 

individual remedy under article 1.02.40 in circumstances where I did not award 

such a remedy to the Union for a General Nature Grievance. The Company asserts 

that by not awarding the Union a 1.02.40 remedy in my May 19, 2020 award, I 

should not award such a remedy to an individual grievor for the same 

circumstances. I also disagree with this submission. I note that my May 19, 2020 

award dealt with a very unique situation where the parties had previously resolved 

a General Nature Grievance. The issue I resolved in the May 19, 20202 award was 

only in relation to providing a template and not the offering of overtime prior to 

contracting out work. It is indicated in my May 19, 2020 award that the individual 

grievances were not before me and that they must be assessed on their own 

merits. I remain of the view that the individual grievances must be assessed on 

their own merits. 

[38] At this time, I am left with two individuals who the parties have agreed lost 

overtime and they were compensated for that loss. The parties could not agree if 

any further remedy ought to be awarded.  

[39] The situation involving these two individuals involves similar facts as those 

I dealt with in my May 19, 20202 award, although the issue is somewhat different. 

As indicated earlier, the issue I resolved in my May 19, 20202 award was the 

Union’s claim that the Company did not create a template when the Sterling Crane 

contract was modified or amended. The individual grievances claim overtime for 

the work that was contracted out to Sterling Crane. In my May 19, 2020 award, I 

found that an article 1.02.40 remedy was not appropriate in the circumstances of 
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the Union’s claim for the Company’s failure to provide a template. In my view, the 

individual claims are separate and distinct from the Union’s.  

[40] Despite the fact that the individuals have separate and distinct claims, I find 

that an individual remedy, pursuant to article 1.02.40, is not appropriate at this 

time. The facts before me are two individuals having lost overtime on one occasion 

each. This is not the kind of facts that demonstrate willful or repeated violations of 

article 1.02, as contemplated by article 1.02.40. 

[41] Furthermore, I note that the penalty the Union seeks is a penalty payable to 

individual grievors based on grievances that have not yet been reviewed in the 

informal process. In my view, providing a penalty is particularly inappropriate in 

these circumstances, where it is unknown how many grievances have merit and 

what other remedy may be granted to resolve the claim for lost overtime.  

[42] Accordingly, I find that while I have jurisdiction to provide an individual 

remedy under article 1.02.40, it is premature for me to do so at this time and under 

these circumstances. Instead, it is more prudent to have the parties process the 

remaining outstanding grievances under the informal arbitration process. Once the 

individual grievances have all been processed, then any outstanding issues, 

including any claim to a special remedy under article 1.02.40, may be brought 

before me for determination. 

[43] I remain seized of any issue fairly raised by the grievances but not 

addressed in this award. 

Dated this 23rd day of December 2020 in the City of Toronto, Ontario. 

_______  
John Stout, Chief Arbitrator   
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